HAMPSHIRE WEIGHTS 100-128
CACHE WRYE, ESTANCIA, NM
KYRA ELLIOTT, CALUMET, OK
MASON HARRIS, PERRY, OK
ASHTON GASIKINS, CENTERVILLE, TX
NEVAEH POWERS, FAYETTE, OH
MACKENZIE CASTRO, NAPOLEONVILLE, LA
ABBIE CURRIE, CLEVELAND, TX
KOLE JUSTIN, RICHWOOD, OH
SARAH YOUNG, LEESBURG, OH
HOUSTON SCOTT, WARRICK, OK

HAMPSHIRE WEIGHTS 129-139
JILLIAN KELLER, Piqua, KS
GABRIELLE RAUTE, CARMEL, IN
KAILEY URBAN, GOTEBO, OK
HADIE TESTERMAN, HOLLUS, OK
BRANTLEE COX, GLENCOE, OK
ABBY LAW, STRATFORD TX
IAN JOHNSON, MARYSVILLE, OH
CARMEN PICKETT, BOSSIER CITY, LA

HAMPSHIRE WEIGHTS 140-145
ALEX RAUTE, CARMEL, IN
SARA JOHNSON, DELAVAN, WI
KENDAL ROSEN, URBANA, IN
AUBRE WRAE, ESTANCIA, NM
LOGAN JACKSON, OLDEN, TX
WYATT NIXON, DELAVAN, WI
KATELYN COWDERY, RUSSELLVILLE, OH
COLE COOPER, ELWOOD, NE
CALEY MAYO, WHITACKERS, NC
CALEY MAYO, WHITACKERS, NC

HAMPSHIRE WEIGHTS 146-150
NEAL EHLER, FAIRBURY, NE
LOGAN JACKSON, OLDEN, TX
ZACHARY HOWELL, COLOMBUS, IA
BAILEE AMSTUTZ, RICHWOOD, OH
KASSANDRA PALZKILL, MINERAL POINT, WI
JERRY WAYNE BATES III, LEKEYE, TX
ELLIE SNEKETT, WAYNETOWN, IN
ZACH MCCANN, EXPORT, PA
LEXI HARRISON, LOUISVILLE, IL
CARLY CASTELLO, TRACY, CA

HAMPSHIRE WEIGHTS 151-157
COLIN GUMP, KIRKVILLE, IA
PAYTON HARRIS, PERRY, OK
COLIN TENNANT, NORTH, IN
ALEX RAUTE, CARMEL, IN
EMILY SMITH, ELK CITY, OK
DANIEL GODWIN, PONCA, OK
STETSON WISS, LAMAR, MO
MADELYN SCOTT, LAWTON, OK
CHANCE MALONE, MORNING SUN, LA
SAYYER MORRICAL, CLARION, IA

Hampshire Weights 158-164
LAUREN OTT, NORWALK, OH
LANCE SLATON, NOBLESVILLE, IN
ALEX RAUTE, CARMEL, IN
TOREE FRAZE, COMANCHE, TX
SARAH BAYNE, BAKERSFIELD, CA
ADRIANA WENDLAND, LONSDALE, MN
LOGAN JACKSON, OLDEN, TX
HAYDEN, DEMMIK, CARMICHAELS, PA
HAILEY STOTTLEMYRE, LUTHER, OK
SERRA WASHMANN, FARGO, OK

HAMPSHIRE WEIGHTS 165-188
HADIE TESTERMAN, HOLLUS, OK
DAVID VETTER, BENNETT, OK
BAILEE AMSTUTZ, RICHWOOD, OH
SOPHIE ROSEN, URBANA, IN
HALLE HINDMAN, ALBIA, IA
MORGAN EVANS, RICHWOOD, OH
REAGAN THURMAN, BRYAN, TX
COLIN TENNANT, NORTH, IN
BROOKE BOWEN, LYNN, IN
SYDNEY CHERNEY, WONEWOC, WI

Champion Hampshire
ALEX RAUTE, CARMEL, IN

Reserve Champion Hampshire
NEAL EHLER, FAIRBURY, NE